Is your workforce dated by old technology skills?

You can address today’s talent challenge and zero-out the skills gap by empowering employees to reskill, upskill and continuously learn.

Jumpstart your digital learning journey with the Accenture Future Talent Platform—a personalized, interactive and on-demand learning solution.

The platform is designed for today’s workforce.

It’s learner-led with curriculum personalized through AI-based recommendations.

It’s interactive, using bite-sized videos and social media-like collaboration to enable rapid comprehension and engagement.

It’s content rich with curriculum sourced from an ecosystem of internal and external thought leaders for up-to-date, on-demand material.

And, its measurable to give leaders a real-time view into how employee learning is progressing.

The Future Talent Platform enables your workforce reskilling journey—quickly and at scale.

Accenture has already used the platform internally to train more than 165,000 of its people globally in the latest digital technologies—in just over 20 months.

Leap into a new era of learning with the Accenture Future Talent Platform.